
EXHAUST FANS EXTRACTION / DRYINGROOF / RIDGE / SIDE VENTS OUTDOOR CROPS

ELIMINATE ALL 
CONCERNS DUE 
TO ODORS
Cannabusters is 

odorless and VOC free

ODORLESS ELIMINATION TECHNOLOGY

Introducing the Industry's First 24 / 7 Odor 
Monitoring, Reporting & Adjusting System



HOW IT WORKS
Cannabusters' patented formulation is atomized into exhaust air 
streams resulting in direct contact with odor molecules. The reaction 
between the formulation and odor molecule results in complete 
elimination of odors. Newly developed, cutting-edge technology allows 
for this to be implemented into a self-monitoring, reporting and 
adjusting system capable of autonomous operation.

FACTS
Tested and proven by a professional Engineer and Certified Industrial 
Hygienist as best available control technologies (BACT).

NO additional VOCs or residual oils/smells like other systems such as 
Vapor Phase, or those that use Enzymes or Fragrances for masking 
agents.

Tested by an independent laboratory proving complete elimination of 
odor molecules.

CANNABUSTERS®

LA PALMA - CALIFORNIA - 90623
714 367-8420 
INFO@THECANNABUSTERS.COM THECANNABUSTERS.COM

APPLICATIONS
Greenhouses 
Whether positive or negative pressure,  exhaust 
fans, roof/ridge/side vents or both, Cannabusters' 
delivery systems eliminate odor on contact.

Extraction / Drying Facilities 

Odor is eliminated at exhaust points.

Wherever cannabis odor issues are, Cannabusters 
eliminates them.

IS  
CANNABUSTERS 
SAFE?

Eliminate odors

Easy to Use

100% Safe

Value to 
Your Business

100% yes!  
Multiple health and 
safety studies from 
independent sources 
attest to Cannabusters’ 
safety. All are available 
on request.

Safe for people, 
plants, and the 
planet

No residual fragrance, not a vapor phase system, just no odor !

Distribution or warehousing

Outdoor crops
Cannabis and hemp outdoor field odors are 
eliminated at the perimeter line.

...and much more!

100% yes!



Why deploy 
Cannabusters® with high 
pressure fog by Fogco 

• Autonomous sensing, 
dosing, and reporting system.

• Independently tested and 
verified.

•  Municipality and regulatory 
approved technology.

• More cost effective and 
efficient than other odor 
control solutions.

• Nontoxic, environmentally 
friendly and biodegradable 
with no contamination impact.

Why Fogco for Your Odor Control Solution?
Fogco is the high-pressure fog industry pioneer, having been in 
business since 1989. Fogco has developed a proven solution to the 
cannabis industry’s biggest challenge, odor control. Fogco’s 
system has been independently tested and verified to provide 
odor mitigation.

Over the years, Fogco has provided complete odor control 
systems covering millions of square feet of production and 
storage at facilities worldwide. Fogco was the first to eliminate 
cannabis odor through the use of fog and has partnered with 
growers, manufacturers, consultants, warehouses, and others 
within the cannabis industry to provide total odor elimination.

Fogco will customize an odor control solution for your business that 
will meet regulatory requirements, allowing you to avoid costly 
delays and potential shut downs. Fogco does it all, from small 
facilities to the largest commercial grow facilities, and everything 
in between.  Trust the industry leader to solve your odor 
concerns so you can focus on your business.

Tested. Trusted. Deployed in millions of square feet.

How High Pressure 
Fog Works to Control 
Odor
Scientifically developed,  
patented and independently  
tested, Cannabusters® is  
injected into the water supply  
which is then pressurized to 
1,000 psi to create fog.  
It’s delivered via high pressure 
fog nozzles that are installed 
wherever odor treatment is  
needed, including on the  
exterior of your vents or ducts. 
When the fog containing the  
Cannabusters® and the  
airborne odors mix, a chemical 
reaction occurs that 
completely neutralizes the 
odor escaping the facility.



Fogco offers a broad range of 1000-psi high pressure misting systems 
to be used for odor control. From our economical direct drive pump to 
our fully customized units, all of our mist pumps are built with high-
quality components and have a proven track record of over 30 years.

This range of pumps can also be equipped with an optional  high-
pressure safety switch, a variable frequency drive, PLC controls, and can 
be integrated into the automation of any building  maintenance 
system. These upgrades make the Fogco range of  pumps the most 
protected and highest rated pumps on the market. Fogco backs that up 
with our industry-leading 5-year warranty!

The Fogco system can utilize stainless steel or nylon  tubing. The 
most versatile and convenient of these options is our  high pressure 
flexible nylon and proprietary slip lok fittings.  This option allows for 
on-site assembly and the ability to remove  and reassemble individual 
fittings at any time without the need for special tools. The nozzle 
fittings can also be rotated on the nylon tubing allowing for changing 
the direction of the mist from  each individual fitting. This flexibility 
allows for on-site "fine tuning" versus competitive systems that are 
permanent after installation.

Over the last 30 years, Fogco has developed an extensive range of 
tubing and fittings exclusively for mist and fog system  applications. 
The options include robotically welded stainless steel  in 10 foot or 20-
foot lengths or flexible nylon (up to 500’ lengths) and slip lok fittings.  
With the addition of an injector and introducing a proven odor 
solution, a highly effective equipment package is available for Fogco 
to help resolve any of your odor concerns.

Contact us at 800 607-6478 today to discuss your needs  
and schedule a free customized solution consultation.

600 S. 56th St., Suite 9 Chandler, AZ 85226 
info@fogco.com  |  www.fogco.com

The industry's first automated 
sensing, dosing, and reporting system

Odor Mitigation Technology




